
Class Blogs: to 

facilitate the 

learning process, 

we regularly 

post learning 

materials online. 

The content of 

the Class Blogs 

will enable 

parents to 

support their 

child at home. 

English

This term we will link English with Geography to write non-chronological 
reports about Kenya. We will concentrate on extending our sentences 

using conjunctions and use adjectives to make our writing as interesting as 
possible. Later in  the term, we will read the book 'Bringing the Rain to 

Kapititi Plain', a story set in Kenya. We will write our own versions of this, 
including descriptions of the savannah and the wildlife that can be found 

there.
Reading books are changed each Friday and we do encourage the children 

to read at home as often as possible. 

Maths

In Maths we will consolidate our understanding of all four operations +, -, 
x and ÷. We will use reasoning to solve problems using the methods we 
have learned so far. Maths will link with Science when we measure the 

sunflower plants as they grow.

Times tables and recall of number bonds to 10, 20 and 100 are an 
important part of the Year Two Curriculum, so we do encourage children 

to practise these as often as they can support. Visit 
www.topmarks.co.uk/maths/hitthebutton for some interactive games to 

help..

Science

In Science, we will be learning about the parts and functions of plants and 
the conditions needed for them to grow healthily. We will be setting up a 
range of different investigations to discover the places plants grow best. 
The children will continue to learn about the seasons and how plants in 

the local environment alter during the warmer weather.

In Computing, the children will continue to learn how to use the 
programme PowerPoint. They will demonatrate their learning from the 
experiences they acquired during the educational visit, alongside their  
English and Geography learning. This will then enable the children to 

create a final presentation about Kenya. 

In D.T, the children will learn the technique of running stitch to create 
their own, animal themed, glove puppet.

PE will be Monday for Kingfishers and Fridays for Sparrows, so please 
ensure children have their PE kit of black joggers or shorts, plain white T-

shirt and pumps in school every day. Thank you. 

Educational Visit to -

West Yorkshire Wildlife Park

on

Wednesday 29th June.

This is a Geography and Science based 
visit.

www.yorkshirewildlifepark.com
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